
 

Kolkata: Rs 25 lakh withdrawn from bank 

with fake checks, two arrested 

 

Police has arrested two accused in 24 hours in connection with the complaint of cheating the bank with 

fake checks of lakhs of rupees. The primary estimate of the police is that a big gang is active in this type 

of fraud, who are cheating the banks in many ways. 

Kolkata, State Bureau. A complaint of cheating lakhs of rupees from the bank using fake 
cheques had come to the fore in Ashok Nagar. Police engaged in the investigation of this 
case has succeeded in arresting two accused in just 24 hours. After scanning the CCTV 
footage in and around the bank, the police came to know about the two accused who have 
already been accused in several forgery cases. After this, after conducting a late night 
campaign, the police of Ashok Nagar police station arrested Najibul Islam and Piyarul 
Mandal. 
Najibul is said to be a resident of Tantsara while Piyarul Mangurati. The police produced 
him in the Barasat court. The court has sent the accused to seven days' police custody. The 
primary estimate of the police is that a big gang is active in this type of fraud, who are 
cheating the banks in many ways. The accused have cheated about Rs 25 lakh through 
fake checks in the name of five customers of a government bank branch of Ishwarigacha 
branch of Bedaberi gram panchayat of Ashoknagar. 

 

Police is also trying to find out about those money through the accused. Along with this, the 

police is also trying to reach other members of the thug gang through these accused. At the 

same time, the complainants have expressed satisfaction about the action taken by the 

police regarding this incident. He says that he had added this money with a lot of efforts, so 

if the police somehow get his money back, he will get a lot of relief. On the other hand, 

another thing that is coming to the fore is that these thugs were able to do this with the help 

of some employee of the bank itself, so the police is also investigating in this direction so 

that the person can be arrested and exposed. 

Source: https://www.jagran.com/west-bengal/kolkata-rs-25-lakh-withdrawn-from-bank-with-

fake-cheque-two-arrested-21900336.html  
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